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BRACKEN ERADICATION TRIALS IN BOWMONT• AND KALE VALLEYS

1951 AND 1952 - AN INTERIK REPORT

by W.B. DUTHIE

INTRODUCTION.

An interim report' was prepared by this Department on the
Costs of the Bracken Eradication Trials in Bowmont Valley for the 1951
season. This present report deals with the 1952 season when the some
four machines after covering the ground gone over twice in 1951 moved
on to attack further areas of bracken in the adjoining Kale Valley. ,
Once again the areas treated *ere gone over twice, the first "cut"
commencing on June 11th and lasting for three to four weeks while
the second "cut" started on July 16th and continued until each machine
had covered its particular area for a second time. This lasted from
two to four weeks.

The four machines were radically the same as those used in
1951. They comprised two cutting machines - the Henderson Slasher
and the Ferguson Mower - and two bruising machines - the Holt Breaker
and the Cuthbertson Crusher. Small modifications were carried out at
the Scottish Machinery Testing Station to the two cutting machines between
the close of the 1951 season and the start of the 1952 season. The
same types of tractors were utilised in 1952 as in the previous year,
i.e. 3 Ford Fergusons to pull the Henderson Slasher, the Ferguson Mower
and the Holt Breaker while a Fordson Major half-track was concerned
with hauling the Cuthbertson Crusher.

However, after consultation with those concerned, a slightly
different castings procedure has been evolved which it is thought
represents a decided improvement on the practice adopted in 1951.
Because of the prime necessity of comparing the costs and performance
of the four machines und6r similar conditions and the fact that in 1951
charges were inserted for tractor repairs carried out during the "cutting"
period which were not always entirel:;/ due to bracken eradication, it
has now been decided to charge a flat rate per hour for the use of the
tractor in each case. These and other smaller points are fully •
explained in the following section headed "Costs and Performance% To
provide a fair comparison between the two seasons, figures for 1951 have
been re-worked on a similar basis, thereby eliminating the calculations
dealt with in the previous report.

COSTS AND PERFORMANCE
NIMMY

For reasons indicated below, certain basic assumptions have
been made in compiling these costs etc. tables.

1. Tractor Work

In accordance with the decision of the Scottish Conference of
Agricultural Economists the following rates per hour have be,en charged
for the use af the tractors concerned (exclusive of the tractor driver's
wage):-

1951 Season 1952 Season

Viheeled tractors (Ford-Fergusons) 4/3 per hour 4/6 per hour

Fordson Major half-track tractor 4/9 " " t ?I

It is thought that the use of these standard rates will give
as accurate a comparison as possible between the costs of the bracken
cutting /
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2.

cutting machines themselves by eliminating fluctuations in tractor
charges due more particularly to the inexperience of the driver and.
sometimes to normal wear and ter not entirely caused by bracken eradi-
:cation. These charges have been agreed upon on the assumption,
confirmed by experience, that haulage and power work on these areas of
bracken which were treated was no harder on the tractors concerned than
average cultivations carried out under more arable conditions.

2. Working Hours

The number of :working hours charged in the costs both for the
tractors and the tractor drivers' wages consists of:-.

(a)• 'actual - "Cutting" time i.e. time spent actually working at the
"cutting" face plus

travelling time i.e., the. number.of hours spent in- travelling
between the fuel centre .and -the "cutting" face.

Other time .spent on the job (see Table III. on page 6) has been omitted
to give a -faire.r :comparison between the actual working of the four
machines. Tractor and machine breakdowns, for example, have been left
out onthe assumption that if theSeoc3urred on a normal farm the driver
would be put to some other task; so, too, has idle time which consists.
mainly of time lost due to wet" weather and'time spent on tractors hauling
each other out of bogs and ditches. These hours are not all lost because
of the bracken Machines, so have been omitted from the calculations of 'costs.

3. 222,E2si_ation

Depreciation of the bracken machines 11,..s been calculated as
follows:- The two cutting machines i.e.' the Henderson Slasher and' the
Ferguson Mower have been depreciated at 25b and the two bruisers i.e. the
Holt Breaker and the Cuthbertson Crusher at 15 -A All four machines were
new at the commencement o..f the 1951 season but .no initial Allowance has
been charged nor has the additional quarter added to the standard rates
in Inland Revenue Vipar and Tear calculations.

Two 'modifications were carried out to the two cutting machines
before the start of the 1952 season. In the case of the Ferguson Mower
the difference between the replacement cost and the part replaced was
negligible but in the case of the Henderson Slasher has been added to
the written down value before calculating depreciation 'for the' 1952 season
(see Table V. on -page 8). The total annual depreciation of the machines
has been apportioned between the two cuts per season according to the
number of hours spent in .every case.

4. Re airs and 'Maintenance-

The final item of cost, re-pairs and maintenance of the machines
covers all repairs carried out during the respective "cutting" seasons
plus charges for normal maintenance and repairs carried out by the staff
of the Scottish Machinery Testing Station between the end of one season
and the start of the next. Thus any repairs and maintenance carried
out between the start of the 1951 "cutting" season and the start of the
1952 season have been charged against the 1951 costs on the assumption
that they were caused by the 1951 usage.

5. IIEELLEMLILLIEL

No charge has been made in the costs for the managerial work of
the resident technical manager as his duties are largely on the experi-

:mental side though where he replaced a tractor driver at the "cutting"
face for various reasons his time has been chorged at the tractor driver's
rate of wages.

Tables I. and II. which follow show the operating costs for 1951

and 1952 respectively (1) per cut, (2) per season and (3) per cent for

(A) the Holt Breaker, (B) the Henderson Slasher, (C) the Cuthbertson Crusher
and (D) the Ferguson Mower.

TABI2
OP. 0.10.110.4.....



TABLE I. (A) OPERATING COSTS OF THE _MOLT BREAKER • 1951 SEASON

Tractor Charges @ 4/3d. per hour

Wages of Tractor Driver

Depreciation of Machine

Repairs and Maintenance of Machine

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS .. • •

3.

1st Cut 2nd Cuti
'Total fort Per

Season Cent

• s. d.

14.16. 5

8. 2. 9

2.14.10

. .

d. s. d..
11. 7. 4. 26. 3. 9

8026.14.. 219.14.10° cl4.6. 9. If

56.4

30.9

10.3 ,

24

100.0% 1.

TABLE I. B OPERATING COSTS OF THE HENDERSON SLASHER
1951 SEASON

Tractor Charges @ 4/3d. per hour

Wages of Tractor Driver

Depreciation of Machine

Repairs and Maintenance of Machine

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS

1st Out 2nd Cut
Total for
Season

--------7

• .Per
Cent •

rdCJ o Les

17.17. -

10. 3. -

4.13, 9

9.19. 5

• s. d.

15.10. 3

8.16. 5

Li- 13. 9

11. 9.11

s. d.

33. 7.,3
18.19. 5

9. 7. 6

21. 9. If

2̀)
40.1

22.8

11,3

25.8

.04.2.13. 2

rafter 

•

240.10. If 283. 3.,6 100.0%0

•TABLEl. OPERATING COSTS OF THE CUTHB,J]RTSON CRUSHER •
1951 SEASON

Tractor Charges @ 24/9d. per hour

Wages of Tractor Driver

Depreciation of Machine

Repairs and Maintenance of Machine

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS .. • •

1st Cut

• s. d.
26.12. - 19. 8. 4-

13. 1. If 9.10. 9

17. 2. - 11. 8. -

-.14. 6 6

2nd Cut Total for
Season

Per
Cent

z a. a. 2 s.

46.7

22.9

28.9

1.5

£57. 9.10 ,E41. 1..7 £98.11. 5 100.0%

TABLE 1. D OPERATING COSTS OF THE FERGUSON MOWER
1951 SEASO.r.

Tractor Charges @, 4/3d. per hour

Wages of Tractor Driver

D:Ipreciation of Machine

Repairs and Maintenance of Machine

1st Cut 2nd Cut

• s. d.
11. 6. If

6. If. 3

9. 5. -

13.2
0.101.1.0

• s. d.
10. 2.11

5.11, 7

9. 5. 7

5. 12, 6

Total for;
Season

s. d.
21. 9. 3

11.15.10

18.10. -

-18.16. 8

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS .. 239.19. 9 :S;30.12. iL70.11.

Per
Cent

30.4

16.7

26.2

26.7

100.0%

T.OLZ
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TABIdi II. (A) OPERaTING COSTS OF THE HOLT BREAKER : 1952 SEASONWWWMWMwe

••••

Tractor Charges g 4/6d. per hour

Wages of Tractor Driver

Depreciation of Machine

Repairs and Maintenance of Machine

TOTAL OPERLTING COSTS ..

1st Cut
otcl

2nd put

s. d. s. d. ,J s0 d.
20.10. 7 019.11. c • 40. 2.1

•11.- 11.11 11. 1. 2' '22.13. 1

2.-.10 2.. -. 9 4, 1, 7

7. 5 .1. 7. 8 1.15.. t

for

£34.10. 9 234. 1. 1

Season

g68.11.10
WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW.M.WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW. WWWWWWWWWWWWWW.

TABLE OPERATING COSTS OF THE HENaMSON SLASHER
1952 SEASON

Tractor Charges @ 4/6d. per hour

'rages of Tractor Driver

Depreciation of Machine

Repairs and Maintenance of Machine

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
MIWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW 

• e • •

1st Cut

s. d.
23.11. 5

13.14.11

4.19. 5

2. 5. 5

2nd Cut

Per
Cent

58.5

33.0

5.9

2.6

100. 0c2-

Total for
Season

s. d.

17. 3. 1

10. -. 2

3. 6, 3

12. 1. 6
WWWWW.WWWWW,..........

0).11. 2 :242.11. -

S . d.

40.14. 6

287. 2. 2
WMWWWPWWWW.W.WWMVWW.WWWMWWWWMWW.,WW1WMaWWWWMMWWHWWwwWaVWVMW.WWMWSWWawwWww.w.ww.www/wwww...R.V.P...PM.4

Per
Cent

46.7

27.3

9.5

16.5

100.0(A

TABLE II. (C) OPERATING COSTS OF THE CUTHBJIRTSON CRUSHER :
1952 SEASON
4........44.WWW44.4444.0.41.1.41WWWWWw.

Tractor Charges @ 5s. per hour

Wages of Tractor Driver

Depreciation of Machine

Repairs and. Maintenance of Machine

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS • 0 0 •

1st Cut 2nd Cut
Total for
Season

g s. d.
29.12. 6

15. 1. 2

14.10. 8

2.18. 9

s. d.
18. 2. 6

9. 4.. 3

9.13.10

2.18. 9

s. d.

47.15. -

24. 5. 5

24. 4. 6

5.17. 6
•

,g62 3 1 LC39.19. 4-_
4WWWWWWW.WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWwWWWwWWWWWWW4 40.0.44.0.4...WWWWWWWWWw........WWWWWWWWWW

102. 2. 5

46.8

23.8

23.7

5.7

100.0;2o

TABLE II.(D1_22ZLTING COSTS OF HE -Fc]RGUSON MOWER:
1952 SEASON

Total Charges 'J 4/6d, per hour

Wages of Tractor Driver

Depreciation of Machine

Repairs and Maintenance of Machine

TOTAL OPERATING- COSTS • • • •

Total for
1st Cut 2nd Cuti: Season

Per
Cent

s. d 2 s. d. s. d.
21. 7. 6 19.14.10 41. 2, 4

12. 1, 5 11. 3. 1 23. 4. 6

6.18. 9 6.18. 9 13.17, 6

1.15. 2 11.13, 4 13. 8. 6

249.10. £91.12.10D4.2. 2.10

/0
421-.

25.3

15.1

14.7

100.0/;

The /

414.044.944
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The main figures in these two tables are brought together in

Table V. on page .8 so it will suffice to state here that in every case
except that of theiFerguson Mower in 1952 (Table II.(D)) where repairs

were high the second "cut" cost less than the first one. The hours
spent on "cutting" and travelling were less in the second cut than the

first in every case in both years because of shorter bracken and more

ease in spotting obstructions; hence the cost of the second cut should

be less than the first. However, on both the cutting machines repairs
and. maintenance which varied from 14.7 per cent to 26.7 per cent of

the operating costs per season often appeared to be heavier during the

second cut than the first. On the other hand repairs and maintenance
of the two bruising types of machine varied from only 1.5 per cent to

a maximum of 5.7 per cent of the costs for the season.

While it is unfair to corapare annual costs per cut incurred

in 1951 with those of 1952 because of the increased acreage covered

in the latter year, it is interesting to note that, except for the

isolated case whereby the Cuthbertson Crusher's second cut costs in
1952 were loss than the second cut in 1951because of reduced hours

even with increased acreage, the 1952 costs exceeded the 1951 costs

per cut for three main reasons - increased tractor charge rates per

hour, increased number of hours worked on account of bigger acreages

treated, and increased wage rates of the tractor drivers. These
increases more than offset the decreased depreciation charged in 1952.

Table III., set out overleaf, details the allocation of the

time spent per machine; per cut, per season and per cent.

The divisions'of the time spent have already been described

under (2) in the section headed "Costs and Performcince". In every

instance the amount of actual "cutting" time 'spent on the second cut

was less than in the first cut for reasons. already stated. The

number of hours spent "cutting" inci4eased in 1952 compared with 1951

because of the larger acreages covered. Tractor breakdowns were not

excessive, never being greater than 9.5 per cent of the total time
spent on the job while machine breakdowns varied from nil to a maximum

of 8.9 per cent of the time spent in the case of the two crushing
machines. A different tale is to be told, however, in the case of

the two cutting machines where the time lost in machine breakdowns

varied from 13.8 per cent to 29.9 per cent of the total time spent.
Idle time increased in 1952 compared with the previous year largely

since it included the time spent in going from farm ,to farm, and in
1952 this was understandably greater because of the extension of the

experimental area to the adjacent Kale Valley.

The most encouraging feature of this table is the fact that

the percentage of time lost through breakdowns of the four machines

decreased in 1952 compared with 1951, quite appreciably in some cases.

The Ferguson Mower now scorns to have got over its teething troubles -
a marked contrast from the first cut in 1951 - when more time was

spent out of action than actually cutting. With neither of the two

cutting machines did the time spent etoturaly cutting exceed. 50 per
cent of the total time spent in either year whereas in the case of
the two crushing machines it varied from 52.4 per cent to 65.8 per
cent of the total time.

The/



TABLE III.. ANALYSIS OF 'hORICING TIME PER MACHINE : 1951 AND 1952 SEASONS

Actual "Cutting" Time

Travelling Time

Tractor breakdowns

Iviachine Breakdowns

Idle Time

Total Time Spent

HOLT BREAKER HENDERSON SLASHER CUTHBERTSON CRVSHPIR

1951 1952 1951 1952 3 1951

.Hours1

- 1st Cut: 6071-1 .
2nd. Cut 50

;Hours. y Hours

i
771

: 67-76

Hours!
•

95*:
70

ilHours

1021
75*

FERGUSON MOER

1952 1951 1952

'H mrs 1lHours

68
4-3

cf?
/0 Hours

74-

- Season 110;- 53.3 15552. wi 46.0 165*50.0 178 61.8; 1791, 65.8 14 34.7 53-4 1.7

- 1st Cut!
2nd Cut!

- Season

- 1st Cut
2nd Cut

14
71

1-q
11

6
41

i 7 ,
614. -

Q3

1

12* 6.1 ' . 121- 4.. 0 154 is*: 5.51 11.1i2: .2 !I 15±-4- 6.2 291-

-194
Nil

il - 11
- Nil 14,2;

71,
12 4 i
44

- Season 19*

- 1st Cut
, 2nd Cut

- Season

- 1st Cut
2nd Cut

- Season

- 1st Cut
2nd Cut

- Season

1.2 11 3.5

13
Nil

ql2

23j,

2.9 13 !. .8 .13 392 8.9

8.9

4.6 22.2

• 133
744

20n.

104

9

194

4.6A4

49-4

6.6

96 32.

1484
1484

294
22

52-4

29.9 58-1

16.6

35 

71-1-

12*

25

21.

16 i-
154

314:i:10076

164
169

3)0 10

12

27-2;

.7

6 4 21.1

161-2;
126i.

74 100/

Nil

357;
531

204-
294-

25.

96'4139.0

22

36 14.8 101-,15,2 .6

144,i
102

- 184,4!
- 1854!

3 ,272i ,- 10u ; 224_61134.: 1 36-6
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The actual acreages treated per machine per farm are shown for
both years in Table IV. which follows.

TABLE IV. ACREAGES "TREATED" P.i.!;R. MACHINE .AND PER FARM
1951 and 1952 SEASONS

Site 'of Trial

Kelsocleuch Farm

Cocklawfoot Farm

Mowhaugh Farm

Cliftoncote Farm

Belford Farm

Hownam Mains

.Over Chatto

TOTAL /-3.CREAGI' TRELT.ED

••

fII.P........m.I.e.1i•.,iqMV...MWMp...AP.....M.bSW.,NryUmf.

•

HOLT 1 HENDERSON CUTHBERTSON
. BREAKER if SLASHER CRUSHER

1951

• 1.11111

FERGUSON
i MOWER

1952 1951 1952 1951 1952

38.2

42.8

44.8

15.2

69.6

52.6

69.6

32.6

23.6

13.9

7.3

27.4

7.6

24..7

7.3

27.4

11.8

16.8

149.5 181.7.125.8:141.0 102.2 125.8 : 56.2
.MP.II."Ns..regN.O...i...s4.Po.mII.ORwarnouaPirremmrftaww

88.0

The. acreages given- in.the above table are the actual surface
areas treated twice each .year. • • Thus if .L equals the acreage treated in
the first cut and B that of the second cut the acreages given in the

A +.
table equal - in every case. • The total acreage twice-treated in. •

2

1951 was 4:33.7 acres but this had been increased to 536.5 acres' by the.
end of the 1952 season, 'each machine having increased its output by
some 15 to 32 acres per cut..

The main ..features of all of the foregoing tables have .been

brought together with a few new calculations in Table.V.. Set out overleaf.

This table gives _detailed 'comparisons between the seasonal working of

each machine for both years.

Many of the main points have been mentioned before in dealing
with the other tables but the increased costs for increased. acreages will

be, noted. The Holt Breaker with its small repair bills and small
depreciation, costs. allied to a fast working speed made it by far the

cheapest machine to operate, per annum as well as per acre treated. The

slower working speed in 1952 -. 1.17 acres per hour twice treated as

against 1.35 acres per ,hour in the previous year was . the main cause of
the increased costs per season .and per acre in 1952 for this machine. The

other three machines showed increased costs Per season but decreased costs
per acre in 1952. compared with 1951, The .repair bills of the two
.cutting machines loomed large compared with those of the Holt Breaker
and the Cuthbertson Crusher though depreciation charges in the last
mentioned, case formed a large item of cost. ,The comparatively small
acreages covered by the Ferguson Mower in both years tended to increase

the per. acre figures to the highest of the four machines.

The number of hours -sent per- season .varied greatly from
machine to machine and from year to year. The Cuthbertson Crusher even
with its increased acreage. in 1952 spent 15 hours less on the job than
in 1951, the Hendersori Slasher took some 16 hours more in 1952 but the
other two, machines took almost 50 per cent more time in 1952 with their
increased acreages than in 1951. The Holt •Breaker worked at .a much
greater speed than the other three machines during both years.

As



TABLE V. COMPARATIVE COSTS AND PERFORgANCES : 1951 -',10) 1952 SEASONS

Total Tractor Charges
Wages of Tractor Driver
Depreciation of Machine
Repairs and MaintenEnce of Elachine

TOTAL OPERiLING COSTS

Acreage treated (twice cut or crushed)
Operating Cost per Ecre twice treated

dictual Cutting or Crushing Time
Travelling Time to and from Fuel Centre
.Time lost through Breakdown of Tractorn it ” " Machine
Idle Time due to ba6 weather. etc.

TOTAL TIE SPENT • • • 0 0 0 •

Acreage treated per hour (100/0Efficiency) .
t? ti If It (Overall)

Operating Cost per hour (100Efficiency)
T.V.O. consumed per acre twice treated (Overall)

Initial Value of kachine at start of "cutting"

Annual Rate of Depreciation Charged

0 •

(acres)

(hours)
( do.
( do.
( do.
( do.

)
) I
) I
)

( do. ).1

(acres)
( do. )
approx.
(galls)

BOLT BREAKER

1951

s. d.

26. 3. 9

0 14- 7. 7
4..16. -

It 1. 2.

6. 9. 4-

1952

HENDERSON SLASHER

1951

s.d. £ s. d.

4.0. 2. 1 33. 7. 3
22.13. .1 18.19. 5

4-. 1. 7 9. 7. 6 ,
1.15. 1 21. 9. 4

1952

E s. d.

4-0.14-.6
23.15. 1
8. 5. 8

14. 6.11

CUTHBERTSON CRUSHER

1951

s. d.

46. -.
22.12. 1
28.10. -
1. 9. -

1952

s. d.

47.15. -
24. 5.
24. 4. 6
5.17. 6

FERGUSDN MOWER

1951

E s. d.

21. 9. 3
11.15.10
18.10. -
18.16. 8

1952

E s. d.

4-1. 2. 4-
23 .
13.17. 6
=3. 8. 6

•

268.11.10 ,a83. 3. 6 287. 2. 2 P,98.11. 5 E102. 2. 5 C70.1i.

14-9 . 5 181.7
7/61d.

,3291.12.10

102.0

19/)i'fd.
125.8 1 56.2
16/24d. 25/1-j-fd.

88.0

1140

19a
18-ff
46

1554
2237

194
96

11

94-
52

1654-

4r-i)1.a
19i•-1

711

178

154

RI

25

2O7 - 297:7-2 . 3144: 3301- 287.41-

17g
WTI
13

Nil
684

2724

854
154:
13
96:44:
361-

1531:
29*
32

50-ff
101:17

24.64 3671-

1.35
0.72
8/.5d.
1.06

£32 (new)

1.5'h

1.17 :
0.61 !
8/9id.
1.55

£27. 4s. :

15 io

0.87
0.40
1V6d.
1.77

237.10s.
(new)

2r5"

0.85

0.43
10/63:d.
1. 94-

2. 6*

25/Q

; 0.57
0.36

! 2.57

4;190 (new)
;

15 ;.,6

. 0.70 1
0.415
104,0‘.
2465

E161.10s4

- 15S I

0.65 0.57
0.23 0.24-
16/5 d. 101A..
2.19, 3.56

£74- (new)1 255.10s.

25f-i I 
25A

1

100.%Efficiency indicates the performance of the machines when there are no

* Includes ,E5 being cost of replacement in excess of part replaced.

stoppages whatever.

CO
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As regards fuel .consumed per acre the Holt Breaker engaged_on
what might almost, be termed straightforward light haulage work came out
well on top, followed by the Henderson Slasher, with the Cuthbertson •
Crusher engaged on. its heavy haulage work, and, .the Yerguson Mower bringing
up the rear.

As a matter of interest mainly to the co-operating farmers
and landlords the gross cost of bracken eradication to date has been
calculated for each farm according to the type and operating costs of
each machine used. These are set out, exclusive of any Bracken Eradication
Grant which would otherwise have been available, ii Table VI. below.

TABLE VI.

Name of Farm

KE.:lsocleuch Farm

Co cklawfoo t Farm

iviowhaugh Farm

THEORETICAL GROSS COSTS OF BRACKEN ERADICATION'
PER FARM BY END OF. 1952 SEASON

'Gross.. •
• Costs

*11,4.11,01.0.00.0.4.114

Acres

£172.10.11 for 107.8 treated

54.14.10

183, 3. 6

Cliftoncote Farm 34.17. 2

Belford Farm 98.18. 6

Hownam Mains 48. 6, 6

Over Chatto 55.13.11

ft •

ft

fl

It

.42.8

127.3

33.6

.79.7

42.5

Nil

ft

times

ft It

It It ft

It If ft

It ft If

ft ft tt

ft ft It

Acres

plus 10.8 treated twice

plus 10.8 treated twice

" 81.2 ft ft

TOTAL .. .C648. 5. 4 for 433.7 treated 4 times plus 102.8 treated twice

When one considers that the actual cost to the co-operating
farmers is merely the cost of the fuel plus the possible inconvenience
of visits of scientists and other technicians over their hill land it
must be agreed that they are, getting full value for their- co-operation.
It must be pointed out that it is impossible for any of these. machines
to deal with 100 per cent of the bracken even in,the areas treated
because of the presence of ditches, dykes, boulders and outcrops of
rock near which it is impossible to bring a machine with safety. The
strips of bracken surrounding these obstacles should be cleared by scythe
or flame-thrower or some other method to reduce the possible spread of
bracken in future years.

From Table VI. an average gross price per *cut works out at
6/82;d. per acre,i.e. 13Md. per acre per season or 22 .per acre for
complete eradication working on the assumption that six cuts in three
years will so weaken the bracken that it will be many years before any
further action has to be 'taken by the farmer. These are figures for
an average type of machine working under conditions whereby 100 per cent
eradication is. not expected for reasons already stated. For 100 per
cent eradication the gross figure would be nearer 23 per acre than
dependent of course on the number and extent of the areas of bracken
which are inaccessible to the machines; and this varies from site to
site even in Bowmont and Kale Valleys.

TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS

We have now come to the end of the second year's treatment of
these areas of bracken selected for eradication in.Bommont Valley and
while there has been a visible decrease in the height, strength and
density]
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density of the bracken in 1952 compared with its condition at the start
of the trials a true appraisal of the comparative performances of the
four machines as regards the measure of success at this stage lies more
in the hands of the botanist than the economist.

As was the case in 1951 the time lost by the breakdowns of
the two cutting machines - the Henderson Slasher and the Ferguson Mower -
and the consequent heavy repair bills are serious disadvantages of this
type of machine in such a short cutting season, though it is encouraging
to note that this loss of time was almost halved in 1952 compared with
1951. On the other hand the two crushing machines - the Holt Breaker
and the Cuthbertson Crusher - with relatively few breakdowns, were able
to forge ahead unhindered. Here again the time lost on breakdowns of
the machines in 1952 was reduced when treated as a percentage of the
total time spent on the job.

As for total costs incurred during the season the same order
has been more or less maintained during both years. The Holt Breaker
at ,E;4.6. 9. 4d. in 1951 and 6C68.11.10d. in 1952 showed up as the cheapest
machine to operate followed by the two cutting machines, though their
order is reversed in 1952 compared with 1951. In both years the
Cuthbertson Crusher with its heavy depreciation charges was the dearest
machine to operate costing £98.11. 5d. in 1951 and f;102. 2. 5d. in 1952.
The individual costs of the Henderson Slasher and the Ferguson Mower
varied between £70.11. 9d. and L91.12.10d. over the two years.

As to the acreage twice treated per machine per annum the Holt
Breaker again led followed by the Henderson Slasher, the Cuthbertson
Crusher with the Ferguson Mower bringing up the rear. Over the two
years the proportionate acreage twice treated works out as follows:
Molt Breaker 2.3: Henderson Slasher 1.9: Cuthbertson Crusher 1.6:
Ferguson Mower 1.0 though it should be stated that the last named machine
had many teething troubles during 1951 hut that during 1952 with the
largest number of hours spent on the job it still covered the smallest
acreage of bracken of the four machines.

At this stage with the experiment only in its second year it
is too soon to compare accurately the four machines from the figures
and tables provided in this report. A combined analysis of the
technical and botanical aspects of the problem, both of which are
outside our province, will be necessary in conjunction with the costs
and performances dealt with here before a true comparison can be
accurately made.
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